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Introduction -the need for design awareness
This paper asks what might make for a design-friendly culture as more people are implicated in the making of everyday interactive systems. The tools offered below are exercises to broaden the view at the start of a design process, even before the space of the problem is contemplated. They are intended to sit well with user-centred design processes, bringing a dash of fun with some serious intent. They are thought games to occupy the 'trading zones' (Galison 1997) in multidisciplinary teams as they learn about each other and the project before them. They are experiential, in as much as they are more concerned to teach by doing and raise awareness through experience (Light 1991 , Reed 2006 ) than pass on any actual knowledge.
What they have in common is a process defamiliarisation, making the familiar seem strange. It is often the case that designers bring a set of unseen and unacknowledged understandings that make their way into their designs. Defamiliarisation has a critical influence wherein common understanding is unsettled or undermined; allowing for new insights and understandings (Bell et al 2005) . By harnessing this technique deliberately, what has become intuitive for the trained designer is introduced as a tool to encourage design thinking and give a shared experience to all parties in the opening stages of considering a set of circumstances to be altered by a design intervention.
The context of change
The increasing complexity of the interactive systems being designed, and their increasing range of applications -including domestic, recreational, wearable, architectural, locationsensitive, mobile and networked -are requiring the involvement of a wider range of specialists in their conception and development. This is bringing together people from different disciplines, with different skills and priorities. Interdisciplinary working has long included a wide range of contributors from anthropologists to computer scientists, from interaction designers to software engineers and usability testers. The challenges of these collaborations are also well documented, as different theoretical and ideological (Sismondo 2004 , Dourish 2006 , methodological (Scaife et al 1994) and linguistic (Erickson 2000) positions enrich and complicate the practice of designing.
As computers spread further and (dis)appear in more areas of life, using them has also become more complicated. Ostensibly seamless in their integration into people's lives as ambient technologies (Weiser 1991) , the reality is that customisation, networking, integration into existing practices, and dealing with technological shortcomings provide would-be users with design challenges of their own. In recognition of the grappling involved, it might be appropriate to start thinking of users as 'end-designers' (Light 2002; Cook and Light 2006) , an acknowledgement long overdue as appropriation has always been a critical part of a technology's passage into use (Silverstone et al 1994; Silverstone & Haddon 1996; Aune 1996) ). Far from seamless, these innovations will impose a new layer of information that people must make sense of and manage if they are to keep some control over it. Indeed, it has been argued that 'seamfulness' is a more appropriate goal, where the design aids users to interpret and appropriate the quirks of the system (Chalmers and Galani 2004) . In other words, these conditions encourage the widening and blurring of the boundary between the traditionally more self-sufficient roles of researcher and technologist, designer and user.
This blurring is a move from separate disciplines, to multi-disciplinary and, ultimately, interdisciplinary working. And, as Roland Barthes noted, interdisciplinarity is not achieved by gathering separate disciplines around a new object of enquiry: interdisciplinarity consists in creating a new object that belongs to no one (Barthes, cited in Geertz 1975) .
One of the key arguments made in favour of interdisciplinarity is that it is often at the margins of disciplines that new insights can be found. It may be that there is a value in non-designers practising concept design precisely because they are not trained or professional designers.
But, while there is a growing tendency for users to become 'end-designers', they are not easily assimilated into the world of design; not least because designers have a well established set of creative practices that underpins their profession. Educating end-designers opens the door for an area of common focus and offers the potential for 'practices of translation' (Sismondo 2004:148) through what Galison (1997) calls 'trading zones'.
Trading zones can develop at the interfaces of specialities, around the transfer of valuable goods from one to another. In trading zones, collaborations can be successful even if the cultures and practices that are brought together do not agree on problems or definitions. (1997:147) Trading zones, according to Galison, are regions of language use and practice that incorporate simplified language or 'pidgins' that allow for communication without requiring full assimilation. What might these zones look like in the context under discussion here? Are there means to bring together all parties in activities that help to lessen the divides, blur the boundaries further and encourage a common language to grow in design teams? And, in finding these means, is it also possible to give those participants without design training a greater tolerance for and interest in the particularities of designing. Can some of the fun of the chase be shared?
We describe here three techniques that share a common relationship to the material that they engage with of making it unfamiliar. Each has been used with 'non-designers' in design projects to encourage them to imagine things differently, especially in the social arena. They seek to create a playful space in which empathy, perspective, and the deliberate questioning of the 'known in kind' can be fostered. All hinge on defamiliarisation in different ways, including randomness, substitution of concepts and pastiche scenarios. We discuss how these practices can be integrated to tackle the demands of changing technologies, changing disciplines, and changing attitudes to design.
The design problem
At a conceptual level, design is bridging the actual and the possible; it incorporates difference and change; determining grounds and means of intervention in a particular context to some end. At a practical level, it depends on familiarity with potential materials, tools, uses and outcomes; combining these in little leaps of vision. At its finest, there is a demanding marriage of aesthetics and fitness for purpose, however open-ended that purpose may be.
Most people are committing little acts of design every day. Cross suggests that design abilities are highly developed in skilled designers, but are also possessed in some degree by everyone; it is a fundamental form of human intelligence (1990) . Tom Moran of IBM memorably described how handbags are modified and their contents structured by their owners as a consummate act of design by appropriation, speaking at the Designing Interactive Systems Conference in London in 2002. Certainly the professionals from outside the design disciplines who are increasingly involved in the design of interactive systems are structuring, choosing, evaluating and coming up with solutions to problems in their work context. Planning events, writing reports, research papers or code, stitching up meetings -all these require sophisticated processes that most professionals have some competence with.
Nonetheless, many people who routinely tackle such tasks are not necessarily able to harness their creative processes in different contexts. They may not be comfortable outside the domains they know. They may not be able to assimilate quickly what fitness for purpose means in unfamiliar territory. What is visible of more formalised design may offer few clues. In warning designers not to become overly result-focussed but to stay ready to learn their way towards a solution, Dorst suggests design is complicated because one partly creates the landscape one will travel through (2003) .
Specifically, the pressure of time in most people's lives, especially in the workplace, and the lack of a framework for doing design thinking fight against the patience and belief that is needed to form landscapes. Time pressure has the effect of making people revert to the safest option and cut stages that deliver uncertain value (De Young 1996) . It encourages people to choose defined problems to solve and to stay result-focussed, where rewards are tangible, rather to investigate problems as an adjunct to moves made to solve them. In other words, it is all too easy to start by considering technology and what it will do, rather than the widest possible context. Or to start with preconceptions about the situation to be designed for, such as what other people want and what is best for them. This is not ideal thinking for the complex world of interactive system design, which benefits from being broad, interdisciplinary and creative from the beginning and not a sum of competing multidisciplinary parts.
Confident designers know there are tricks to opening up these kinds of creative spaces and do it as a matter of course. The tricks that follow have all been used to work between disciplines, with less confident groups, to encourage a rapid transition to open-minded agents of change.
Defamiliarisation, contested meaning and design
The "Glossary of Literary Theory" by Greig E. Henderson and Christopher Brown gives defamiliarisation as:
A term used by the Russian Formalist Viktor Shklovsky to describe the capacity of art to counter the deadening effect of habit and convention by investing the familiar with strangeness and thereby deautomatizing perception. Defamiliarization is not simply a question of perception; it is the essence of "literariness." Calling attention to its techniques and conventions ("baring the device"), literature exposes its autonomy and artificiality by foregrounding and defamiliarizing its devices. (http://www.library.utoronto.ca/utel/glossary/Defamiliarization.html) Bell et al (2005) use the term in their exploration of domestic technologies, arguing that because the home is so familiar, it is necessary to make it strange, or defamiliarise it, in order to design for it.
The concept of making the usual unfamiliar is not new within design practices. Synecticsderived from the Greek for 'bringing forth together' and meaning the joining together of different and apparently irrelevant elements -is a well known approach which uses analogical thinking to break existing mindsets (Poze and Gordon 1980) . The range of activities that can be performed upon a defined problem to see it freshly include to: transfer, empathise, superimpose, change scale, fragment, parody, hybridise, metamorphose, symbolise, mythologise, fantasise and distortall forms of defamiliarisation. Specifically, instructions under the heading of 'distort' include:
 twist subject out of its true shape, proportion or meaning.  make imagined or actual distortions.  misshape it, yet produce a unique metaphoric quality.  make it longer, wider, fatter, narrower.  melt, crush, bury, crack, tear, torture, spill something on it.
(http://webits3.appstate.edu/apples/study/Creativity/new_page_13.htm) Within design theory, Schön describes reflection-in-action as a shift that takes the designer to a more conscious mode of analysis. It is triggered by an unexpected event; when "a practitioner allows himself to experience surprise, puzzlement, or confusion in a situation which he finds uncertain or unique" (1993:68).
The experience he describes has a parallel in the idea of "breakdown". Koschmann et al (1998) note that Heidegger, Leont'ev, the father of activity theory, and Dewey held similar views on the role of breakdown or failure as a means of revealing the nature of the world around us. Breakdown is not a deliberately sought experience, but rather the moment when our unquestioning involvement in the here-and-now ceases through the failure of something we were taking for granted. At this point, the environment announces itself afresh, and the context of equipment is lit up, not as something never seen before, but as something we now have concern for (Heidegger 1962:105) . More recent commentators such as Winograd and Flores (1986) and Coyne (1995) have applied his insights to our relationship with digital technology.
Perhaps the most provocative exploitation of this widely recognised tendency can be seen in the work of Garfinkel, who gave breaching experiments to his students to investigate the practices of everyday life (1967), thereby deliberately introducing breakdown at points of interest. Garfinkel specifically conceptualises this work as providing aids to a sluggish imagination (1967):
procedurally it is my preference to start with familiar scenes and ask what can be done to make trouble (1967:37).
By doing this, layers of sense making can be revealed and engaged with. This breaching is also an underpinning quality in much humour and riddling, where the gentle disorientation of presenting a familiar object in unfamiliar language makes for an amusing twist.
The method can be extended to technology through 'instrumental breakdown', wherein we deliberately undermine the received meaning of a technology by providing feasible alternatives. This is seen in the form of intervention associated with 'probes'. Cultural probes, as conceived by Gaver et al (1999) , demand absurdist responses from participants in his studies. Ambiguity can be cultivated . And the disorientating works of Dunne and Raby (eg 2002) , which might be regarded as examples of technology probes with their debt to artists such as Duchamp and Magritte, function as a medium to stimulate discussion about the social, cultural and ethical implications of emerging technologies.
Three tools for looking differently
The three tools described here share defamiliarisation as a technique, and also the playfulness associated with fooling with things, inverting and experimenting.. The first tool, 'metonymic substitution', is a breaching technique that draws attention to contested meaning through questioning the dominant description of a device. The second tool is a means to explore alternative cultural and personal meanings through a variant of working with personas, using pastiches from literature. Finally, the third tool is a practical instantiation of defamiliarisation, where the literariness of the first two techniques is abandoned for the more essential device of throwing the stimulus back for the participants to provide.
Metonymic Substitution: From portables to loseables
The first tool here uses the principle of inversion for its defamiliarisation effect. Metonymy is the substitution of one word for another with which it is associated. Metonymy works by contiguity rather than similarity. While a synonym would maintain the original meaning, a metonym changes the perspective of the interpretation. The typical example is that 'Washington' is a metonym of the US federal government.
Having discovered that my PDA had spent the night in a bush outside my house, I commented to a colleague that it wasn't in fact a portable device, … it was a loseable [1] . As I told the story to more people, they replied with their own examples of the ways that they had re-seen the technology around them. As I thought about it, I realised that the act of deliberately redefining the character of the device in this way lead to interesting opinions, questions and insights (Reed 2005 ).
This re-classification is a playful metonymic substitution, but a number of design insights can be gleaned from it. Firstly, that a device can be defined as a loseable speaks negatively to its design: it shouldn't be loseable. By deliberately redefining a portable as a loseable we become inclined to ask how we stop it from being a loseable.
Reed has developed subcategories, including 'misplaceables', 'stealables' and 'tidyables' (2005):
Misplaceables: The primordial loseable is the misplaceable. A misplaceable is a thing that it is possible to put in the wrong place, either by deliberate action (e.g., we put it there) or by accident (e.g., it fell there).
Stealables: Things go missing; when they do, we are forced to ask why. Could it be that we haven't misplaced it, but instead someone has taken it? They have been deliberately removed.
Tidyables: Portable devices are not always being carried around; at some point in the day they are at rest. As our homes and places of work fill up with a number of portable devices, there is the greater likelihood that they need places, and that these places will not always be consensual.
A loseable has an undefined nature up to the point where it is found. This indeterminacy can cause a good deal of anxiety. Take the moment when a portable camera becomes a loseable camera. A colleague wishes to take the camera on a weekend away, but cannot find it. He searches at work, at home, and in his bag four or five times. In these moments, while he knows the camera is a loseable, he doesn't know whether it is a misplaceable, a stealable, a tidyable or something else.
A loseable PDA can be made into an 'attachable' by purchasing a pouch, which hooks onto his belt. What this speaks to is deliberate transitions of meaning; other examples include activities such as augmentation and personalisation.
Different metaphors can serve the interests of different groups. The advent of file sharing, for instance, began a war of and about words. The recording industry consistently called file sharers 'hackers' or 'pirates' and defined 'copying' as 'stealing'. Only with the advent of legal file sharing systems, like iTunes, have file sharers been referred to as 'users' (Woodworth 2004) . For many users, copying is experienced as sharing: 'copy-ables' become 'share-ables'.
In playing up the different values that different words bring, the relationship between language and the way that things become regarded is brought into the foreground. The substitution of a different part for the whole can only take place in the context of our customary replacement of the whole by the part. Consider the difference between "mobile", "handy" and "cell" as different diminutives of individualised wireless phones. It shares features with associative thinking as a device to stimulate new areas of thought. Techniques that hinge on metanymic substitution include:
 Renaming things based upon personal everyday experiences of devices;  Deliberately seeking to question established terms such as wearable, ubiquitous, ambient;  Incorporating and drawing inspiration from 'social renaming' in contentious instances, an example being the renaming of 'sharing' to 'stealing' (and vice versa) leading to a recognition of different normative regimes serving different vested interests.
Pastiche Scenarios
The second tool owes most to the literary roots of the concept of defamiliarisation. Drawing on fiction as a resource for design places the act of defamiliarisation in the moment when the all-toofamiliar Bridget Jones reaches for her iPod and steps into a use scenario. Rather than requiring designers to create fresh characters and situations as a means of revealing and negotiating assumptions about the use of the technology being designed, pastiche allows the designer to quickly evoke resonant contexts in which to place a new design or consider user needs.
Pastiche is a form of writing that imitates and borrows from other works and styles. It appropriates characters, situations and plot lines often to satirise the original, but sometimes simply to place it in a new context. "Pastiche scenarios, then, draw on existing narratives in order to create richer and more resonant descriptions of users and technologies […] Because the cultural sources drawn upon are rich and resonant, possible interpretations of the scenarios are multiple. ." (Blythe 2004) Personas developed in this way do not have character traits that are more or less deliberately devised to be answered by product functionality because other authors developed the characters with quite different aims in mind. This creates ambiguity which, as Gaver et al (2003) note, can lead to new challenges and insights (Blythe and Wright 2006) .
Pastiche scenarios were first produced in relation to the conceptual design of an online shopping service (Blythe 2004) . They were further developed in the consideration of surveillance technology that might reduce older people's fear of crime (Blythe and Wright 2006) . "This was a directly political subject which necessitated a detailed consideration of possible impacts on civil liberties and privacy. Pastiche scenarios were taken from the Miss Marple detective stories by Agatha Christie (for an idealised utopian view of the crime prevention technology), from Burgess' "A Clockwork Orange" (for a dystopian view of how the technology might affect those it would be used against) and finally, and perhaps inevitably, from Orwell's 1984" (Blythe 2004) Multiple fictional settings can be juxtaposed to show how the same thing in the same place and time can be understood differently. For example, Blythe and Wright (2005) create two alternative understandings of an iPod in use, one from a narrative built on "Bridget Jones' Diary" by Helen Fielding, and another on "Trainspotting" by Irvine Welsh. The iPod at the centre of the account is at once an object of identity and expression (in how it looks and what songs are stored on it) for Bridget, and at the same time a means to generate cash for drugs for Renton, as he identifies it as a valuable item and steals it. Dearden et al have adapted the technique so that members of a focus group create pastiche scenarios during discussions which are then scribed by members of the design team (Dearden et al 2006) .
Pastiche scenarios defamiliarise the use situation and perhaps also the genre of the scenario. They act in total contrast to the summative personas and scenarios assembled from user data as part of communicating research to designers (eg Carroll 1996) . Personas and scenarios have been attacked for one-dimensionality and lack of depth (Nielsen 2002) . However, with pastiches, there is unlikely to be a simple reading. Those familiar with the characters being pastiched may be sent into tangential reveries about how their behaviour relates to the books from which they are drawn. Those unfamiliar with the characters must rapidly acquaint themselves with colourful details that may have no discernable relevance to the scenario before them. At its finest, the contrast of multiple characters' perspectives can create humour for the cognoscenti and intrigue for the newcomer.
Random Scenario-building Method
The third tool described here works through incongruity and might be seen to have a synectic element. If metonymic substitution and pastiche scenarios are sometimes greeted by a smile of recognition at the appropriateness of their use, here the opposite effect is harnessed. Most often, the participants' first reaction to the materials they gather is one of dismay: things do not fit neatly into their preconceptions of social order. Random Scenario-building Method (RSM) uses a combination of random qualities in a scenario-building process that opens up the social aspects of a situation as a prelude to considering intervention. It shares features with other techniques that assemble multiple, sometimes incongruent, factors to stimulate creative thinking, such as asking different sources to suggest a context, a technology and a problem to solve and handing these over to individuals or a group as a puzzle. In fact, it could be said to sit inside such a "Consequences"-type framework, adding a layer of complexity and deliberately exploiting the multiple perspectives naturally occurring in any group, but particularly a multidisciplinary one. The technique also has obvious synergies with improvisational methods for developing performance (arguably, it is being used here to generate a vicarious set of performances).
The process requires that each participant in a group receives a randomly assigned role to consider (such as: mother, businessperson, teenager, lover) and an adjective (such as: aged, shopping, limping, drug-pushing) to describe that role. Together they make up a more or less likely combination: aged mother, shopping businessperson, limping teenager, for instance. The precise combination is arbitrary; however, the effect is not. Combinations confound social expectations to a greater or lesser extent, but aired, as they are, in a group, they push the issue of norms and behaviour up the agenda. The person who pulls 'drug-pushing' and 'mother' may complain. The person who gets 'shopping mother' may sigh at the lack of tension in the pairing, or feel relieved. Members of the group often trade adjectives, once allocated. This may play to a desire to stereotype, but, at this point, falling back on norms is unimportant (although worth pointing out). The receiving and sharing of the original pairings has raised the issue of appropriate behaviour and the swapping of adjectives requires participants to negotiate what is appropriate to ensure that all the cast are described to their satisfaction. The engagement in social dynamics works, in part, through this group negotiation. After asking how the individual can reconcile the attributes they receive, the group task is to reconcile all the attributes to produce the most congruent/unusual/challenging set of people. In this way the group may learn about any dominant tendency towards conventionality or radical thinking.
It can, further, be argued that each adjective and role has been equipped -through being chosen randomly -to hold a place for any, and thus all, adjectives and roles. In the moment of receiving one of each, the recipient entertains the idea of infinite paradigmatic substitution, before settling on the actual combination given. In this way, participants are momentarily exposed to unbounded possibility and the widest set of qualities and roles, despite the subsequent pursuit of conformity that often accompanies attempts to rationalise the given combination.
At this point, the exercise often rejoins a more traditional use of multiple stimuli, by introducing a last component, owned by the whole group, such as a context for the particular design exercise. This will depend on the particular group too. For instance, when highway engineers were working on the design of a town centre their extra stimulus addressed how the cast they'd assembled might use it 'in the rain' and 'late at night', whereas computer science students developing new mobile phone applications and thinking in terms of what their cast might consider added value, were asked to use the context of 'after a fight'.
The use of RSM has led groups to do considerable projection work in engaging with their assigned roles: developing characteristics and providing cultural contexts and social needs until characters are invented. These emergent characters and their situations again, as with the pastiche scenarios (where considerably more context is given), tend to be more diverse and less onedimensional than the personas developed as part of user modelling. In its openness and its emphasis on individual and group engagement, the task differs from the cognitive and systematic approach of scenario building (cf Carroll 1996) . But the point here is not to design personas and scenarios. It is to nudge participants into making a leap from observers to empathisers. The group nature of the task brings in social elements that might otherwise have been ignored and supports more reticent group members in projecting into others' lives. Of course, the random content must offer appropriate variety if a challenge is to be issued. However, it is the random nature of the exercise that informs it: participants select their own components -from an envelope, a hat, anything that plays up the serendipity of the occasion. This adds a frisson of the unpredictable. The actual roles and adjectives diminish in importance -it is the process of engaging with them that is key to taking the participants out of straightforward analytic mode and into a more reflexive and discursive intellectual space.
The RSM can be seen to be the most stripped-back of the three tools, with most work supplied by the participants and fewest resources needed. Whereas the two previous examples -of metonymic substitution and pastiche scenarios -can engage a solitary reader of this paper in the same way they engage the individuals using them, this technique cannot as meaningfully engage the individual, for the work lies in the collaboration and negotiation that takes place in the group. It can be seen as a "less is more" moment: the minimalism of the random components giving space for an act of group interpretation to reconcile all the elements and make form and meaning.
Discussion -the value of the familiar
This paper, then, is not claiming that these tools are a means of making design unfamiliar to professional designers. Rather they are suggested as a means of stimulating design thought amongst the interdisciplinary teams brought together to create systems. They are grouped together because they have a similar focus: to unseat assumptions at the initial concept design. They share other features: none of them make very intensive uses of resources or require formal design training.
As previously mentioned, 'trading zones' are regions of language use and practice that incorporate simplified language and less than full assimilation. These tools open up creative trading zones. Used in teams, they create a space for the negotiation of language and practice that is a valuable precursor to interdisciplinary working. By using gentle humour and fun to avoid anxiety and competition, they offer a vehicle for exploring and overcoming some challenges of group formation. That metonymy, pastiche scenarios and RSM all play with language and practice makes them valuable both as trading tools challenging familiar boundaries and as reflective tools to draw attention to the requirements of trading.
To do this, all three tools depend on norms in a profound way, relying on recognisable forms to bring people with different priorities and concerns together so that these can then be subverted. Even if the character of Renton from the novel "Trainspotting" is unfamiliar and the full fun of the literary pastiche is lost, there is an assumption in the exercise that, given enough material about him, participants will understand the character. Equally, the concept of misplaceable is not challenging without recourse to the idea of portable. The last of the three tools relies least on explicit shared knowledge, though it too plays off cultural norms. This means that all three techniques need careful adapting to the context of use if they are to be effective.
However, since all three rely on a lively relationship between what is already known and 'otherness', they are a means to teach. Much learning depends on the assimilation of new knowledge into existing structures of belief and experience. Occasionally, an idea is disruptive and a different kind of learning takes place, where the known is shown from a different angle. The three tools above, by playing with expectation, focus on changing awareness. They do not explain: instead, when they work effectively, they change participants' perspective. Thus, they are, first and foremost, tools to encourage play, but they are also part of the reflexive process that both makes for reflective design, and, more obliquely, reveals the value of playing with ideas in designing. Thus, they are not so much design games as "awareness games".
All three are also linked in that they play up the social elements of working with technology. In this respect, they are intended to support the design of interactive systems and haven't been tested for effectiveness in other design disciplines. For instance, they do not offer any insights as to the constraints and affordances of a material or tool. Rather, they seek to connect participants to their own sense of what is social and socially acceptable; what it is to use technology and how different people have different relationships with it. This moment of intimacy, of recognition and connection, is paradoxically won through the act of waking up and of making strange.
A number of questions might be levelled at the techniques described here. Are they wholly original? No. None of these techniques are entirely new. For instance, imagining scenarios involving characters from popular culture may be quite an obvious thing to do in a design meeting. Changing metaphors or metonyms is a fairly standard practice in critiquing a design. Norman, for example, famously remarks that one of the affordances of glass in a bus stop is that it is breakable (1988) . The use of random variables in the construction of a scenario is certainly not unknown as a brainstorming activity. Each shares a relationship with other creative pursuits and the debt is acknowledged. What is fresh is the particular and purposeful instantiation of the different techniques and their application to bridging the gap and blurring the boundary between different roles in design teams.
The techniques have been extended to include some development work around use and users, but they can also be used to stand alone as short exercises. Are they a substitute for working with users in designing? No. Although the latter two techniques involve scenarios, they are not using them in the way that has become standard in user-centred design processes. They are not seen as a replacement for involving users in designing interactive systems. They are a means of breaking down barriers to including potential users as co-designers.
Have they been tested in rigorous comparative studies to show their efficacy? No. They have been used pragmatically in the field and they proved successful more than once within the contexts of the projects undertaken to:
 provide the gentle disorientation that allows for new constructions,  bring out and challenge assumptions,  stick a toe into the rivers of ambiguity,  raise social aspects of a design problem,  instigate solution seeking,  overcome those initial anxious moments,  develop a common language,  have fun together.
They are offered here in that spirit and with the intention of inspiring similar initiative elsewhere. This paper provides a certain rationale for why they have been successful and what mechanisms underpin the activities. But there should be nothing definitive about how one plays and this paper does not seek to provide any answers.
Conclusion -playing awareness games
Each of the tools described in this paper has been used with a range of non-designers, both specialists and end-designers, who are considering the design of complex systems. In each case, it has been an aid to exploring the concepts being worked upon and the beneficiaries of the project. They work by using fun and gentle disorientation to make imagining difference safer for groups that might otherwise retreat into positions of professional comfort. They are focussed on social elements and the meaning of designs and not only prioritise the users that systems are designed for, but offer a way of bringing users into the heart of the process. To be used effectively, all depend on shared ground and cultural norms in common so that distortions are discernible against a familiar background. Each then exploits these norms to destabilise other expectations. Thus, concepts must be carefully chosen for context of collaboration.
They are offered here as examples of an approach that has become increasingly relevant as practices and ambitions change. Specifically, they recognise and support the trends in ambience, networking and ubiquity that all require close engagement with contexts of use and a good understanding of how people behave, as well as sophisticated technical competence. This can only be achieved by establishing functional collaborations between different specialists and stakeholders and finding a common way to think differently. These tools offer one means of softening the barriers of disciplines to deliver inter-disciplinary rather than multi-disciplinary thinking. Implicitly, they suggest an attitude to design that sees the role of designer as part of a team of specialists, bringing particular insight, but moving beyond the inspirational figures associated with product design of the 20 th century towards facilitators, who are keen to work with users and whose toolkit is stocked with the means to engage stakeholders and colleagues from other fields.
